
 

Summer Youth Volunteer Program 2019 

Application Deadline: April 5, 2019 at 11:59 pm 

Thank you for your interest in volunteering at the Museum of Science this summer!  

Please note: In order to be fair to all applicants, we will start our recruitment process once 
all applications have been received and reviewed by the April 5, 2019 deadline. 

If you have questions about the application, you can contact our Volunteer Services department 
at (617) 589-0383. 

Below you will find examples of programs that are available through our Summer Youth 
Volunteer Program. Please read the descriptions carefully as you will be asked to select the 
program(s) you're interested in.  It is important to tell us why you are interested in a particular 
program. 

  

 

Exhibit Hall Interpreter Program Volunteer 
Description 
The Exhibit Interpretation Program offers hands-on, inquiry-based learning experiences for 
Museum visitors throughout the Exhibit Halls. Our goal is to engage visitors in investigations 
that encourage them to develop the skills of scientific inquiry, engineering design, and 
mathematics. Volunteers in the Exhibit Interpretation Program help support a variety of 
programs within the department. For starters, volunteers may find themselves guiding visitors as 
they examine fossils or animal skulls, investigate the properties of sound, explore invisible light 
with an infrared camera, or use a portable ultrasound. Volunteers may also assist school groups 
with field-trip activities for our Exhibit Investigations program, a program that provides teachers 
with an opportunity to request a themed exploration of an exhibit area. 

Responsibilities 
• Offer great guest service by answering visitors' questions, sharing knowledge of the 

Museum's offerings, and striving to ensure that each visitor's experience is enjoyable. 
• Create a welcoming environment for learning by greeting visitors with enthusiasm and 

responding to their individual needs and interests. 



• Engage visitors in activities that get them excited about science and technology and 
encourage them to use science inquiry, engineering design, and mathematics skills. 

• Help support department programs as needed, including providing Drop-In Activities as 
required for the Museum's Daily Schedule, supporting school requests for the Exhibit 
Investigations program, and providing hands-on activities in temporary exhibits; 

• Attend weekly briefings at the beginning of each volunteer shift and participate in 
ongoing training and interpretation skill development. 

Minimum Qualifications 
• At least 14 years of age 
• Excellent communication and customer service skills 
• Interest in science, engineering, and/or education and a motivation to learn more 
• Demonstrated enthusiasm, initiative, and reliability 
• Willingness to work with visitors of all ages and levels of interest or ability 

  

 

Discovery Center Program Volunteer 
Description 
The Discovery Center is the Museum's exhibition designed for children, birth to 8 years, and 
their caregivers. Discovery Center volunteers support young children and their caregivers while they engage in 
activities, experiments and conversations in order to experience the reward of discovering science on their own. 
They explore topics including: Biology, Geology, Physical Sciences, Engineering Design and the 'process of science' 
more generally. Volunteers must be comfortable working with children under age 8. 

Responsibilities 
• Complete on-shift training outlined in the Discovery Center Volunteer Manual to become 

familiar with procedures, materials, and activities in the Discovery Center and the larger 
Museum. 

• Attend weekly briefings at the beginning of each volunteer shift, and participate in 
ongoing training and interpretation skill development. 

• Welcome visitors to the Discovery Center and provide customer service by sharing 
knowledge of the Museum's offerings, answering questions, and striving to ensure that 
each visitor's experience is enjoyable. 

Minimum Qualifications 
• Background or strong interest in science, engineering and/or education. 



• Ability to communicate with people of all backgrounds, abilities and ages, with a special 
interest in volunteering with young children (including infants, toddlers, and 
preschoolers) 

• Demonstrate maturity, self-confidence and reliability. 
• Minimum age 14 years 

  

 

Hall of Human Life Exploration Hub 
Program Volunteer  
Description 
The Hall of Human Life volunteer will interpret through demonstrations at the Exploration Hub 
and around the exhibition topics that cover Hall of Human Life themes about how humans have 
changed and are changing in a fluctuating environment. Volunteers will learn a wide variety of 
different demonstrations of anatomy, physiology, animal models and genetics, to illustrate the 
human variability and all the ways that environments impact that variability. Volunteers who are 
eager to learn about human biology and health will acquire the necessary knowledge to be able to 
stimulate the curiosity of visitors of any age or background. 

Responsibilities 
• Through demonstrations communicate the goals and messages of the Hall of Human 

Life specifically and the Museum Mission in general. 
• Volunteers will attend half hour professional development sessions that occur during the 

first half hour of each weekly shift to maintain familiarity and learn new interpretations, 
new exhibits in the Hall of Human Life, new exhibits in the Museum, science teaching 
methods, dissection and general science topics. 

• Exercise good customer service by sharing knowledge of the Museum's offerings, 
answering questions and striving to ensure that each visitor's experience is enjoyable. 
Welcome visitors and facilitate their use of the exhibits throughout the Hall of Human 
Life. 

Minimum Qualifications 
• Interest in human biology, human health issues, and evolution 
• Commitment to informal science education 
• Excellent communication skills, which includes public speaking enthusiasm and 

reliability 



  

 

Informal Engineering and Computer Science 
Program Volunteer 
Description 
Informal Engineering and Computer Science Tech Studio develops and facilitates staffed 
programs for visitors introducing them to the engineering design process, computational 
thinking, and "maker" skills and processes. Through hands-on activities and design challenges, 
visitors have the opportunity to think like engineers and innovators and explore how their 
decision-making and values shape the designed world. Tech Studio is the staffed exhibit hub of 
the Museum's Blue Wing and engages over 180,000 in technology programming annually. 

Responsibilities 
• Volunteers will interact directly with museum visitors leading design activities in the 

Engineering Design Workshop and on carts throughout the Gordon Current Science and 
Technology Center 

• Volunteers will become knowledgeable of museum resources available to schools and 
community educators 

• Volunteers will present activities and interpretations introducing technical concepts 
(engineering, computer science, robotics) to diverse audiences using terms and models 
appropriate for a live audience. 

Minimum Qualifications 
• Interest and enthusiasm for engineering, technology, and science education. 
• Highly motivated, dependable, and flexible. Interest and enthusiasm for working and 

interacting with diverse museum audiences. 
• Applicants with content knowledge in engineering, computer science and media studies 

are strongly encouraged to apply. 

 


